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BOSTON – Tuesday, March 8, 2016 – Governor Charlie Baker took a major 
step in attempting to combat the opioid epidemic by releasing new          
legislation, “An Act Relative to Substance Use, Treatment, Education, and  
Prevention,” in order to better control the underlying factors that seem to 
be fueling the current crisis. The overall goal of this bill is to “increase the 
availability of substance abuse treatment, education, and prevention” by 
giving individuals in the medical field the ability to more thoroughly        
interact with patients they believe to be suffering from an addiction,   
working with prescribers and pharmacists to better control the                 
distribution of prescription drugs, and expand the education on substance 
abuse disorders for members of the community. Governor Baker stated 
that by signing this bill, it should give validation to individuals who are  
suffering with addiction, and those who have lost loved ones to the disease, 
that “the Commonwealth is listening and we will keep fighting for all of 
you.” 
Important highlights: 
 Any individual seeking emergency medical treatment  and believed to 

be suffering from an opioid overdose will be given a substance abuse 
evaluation. 

 The evaluation will enable medical professionals to diagnose the nature 
and  severity of the person’s disorder, add it to their medical records, 
and recommend further treatment options if needed. 

Massachusetts leads in               

tackling the opioid epidemic... 



 Things are Changing in  

M a s s a c h u s e t  t s 

Governor Charlie Baker passes new Opioid Bill 

to ensure individuals receive the help they need. 

 Alter the standards for prescribing opioids; no more than a 7 day supply of any opioid 
can be prescribed for first-time outpatient use to any adult.  

 For minors similar standards will be met, however, the prescriber will be required to inform 
the parent or guardian why it is necessary, and the risk factors that come with taking           
opioids.   

 Practitioners will be mandated to check the Prescription Monitoring Program, a      
program to check the prescribing history of their patient, as well as update any new 
prescriptions in order to eliminate the risk of the patient going to multiple doctors for 
the same prescription. This must be done before prescribing an opioid to any patient.  

 School systems will be implementing and enforcing new substance abuse prevention and    
education policies.  

 A verbal screening will be put in place in elementary and secondary educational         
facilities. The information in the screening will remain confidential, except in cases of 
medical emergency, or in instances where a disclosure is required by state law.         
Parents may opt out of the screening for their child with a written request prior to the 
time of the screening.  

 Coaches, parents, and any other individuals that participate in the head injury safety program 
will be provided with educational materials about the risks associated with opiate use. These 
materials will also be given to any student that chooses to participate in extra-circular         
athletic activity.  

 Driver education programs will now also be required to include a section on  addiction 
and the impact substances have on the brain when operating a motor vehicle.  

 Outside of the school system, a new education and training program will be implemented 
that will allow municipal police officers to obtain information by phone or online about a     
referral for  individuals seeking treatment at local police departments. 

The information above was taken from: The Boston Globe, mass.gov, and massmed.org 
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NALOXONE or NARCAN reverses an opioid overdose until an individual     

receives IMMEDIATE medical attention. Friends  family members and 

those with opioid dependency are                

encouraged to obtain Naloxone even in the 

early stages of recovery. In Massachusetts, 

Naloxone is most commonly distributed as 

a nasal spray and can be accessed at  local 

pharmacies, Learn 2 Cope meetings, and 

BAMSIs COPE Center.                              

(Local Pharmacies are listed) 

BROCKTON 

CVS, 355 Centre St. 508-559-8084 

CVS, 230 East Ashland St. 508-580-0180 

CVS, 240 Oak St. 508-588-4610 

CVS, 1933 Main St. 508-587-0235 

CVS, 316 N. Pearl St.508-580-0605 

Walgreens, 1101 Main St. 508-580-3164 

Walgreens, 610 Pleasant St. 508-427-6223 

Walgreens, 771 Centre St. 508-559-0713 

Walgreens, 880 N Montello St. 508-894-3061 

EAST BRIDGEWATER 

CVS, 225 Bedford St. 508-378-1370 

BRIDGEWATER 

CVS, 19 Summer St. 508-697-6946 

Walgreens, 4 Central Sq.  508-279-2980 

WHITMAN 

CVS, 351 Bedford St. 781-447-0003 

Walgreens 392 Bedford St. 781-447-0823 

ROCKLAND 

CVS, 80 Market St. 781-878-4225 

Walgreens, 75 Market St. 781-871-5849 

When we think of pediatrician’s offices, we often think about the new milestones of infants, annual check-ups 

and runny noses, but pediatric offices are not immune to the opioid crisis.  This specialty of medicine is seeing 

the impact of opioids at an ever increasing rate: parents coming in for appointments intoxicated, children    

being raised by grandparents and other relatives as a result of their parents’ substance use disorder, and  

teenaged patients reporting use.  These appointments are the ones that pediatricians feel least prepared 

for.  Two pediatric groups, Pediatric Associates of Brockton (locations in Brockton, Hanson, and West     

Bridgewater) and Bridgewater Pediatrics have reached out to the Collaborative for training on signs and 

symptoms of  opioid use, how to recognize an overdose, and appropriate overdose management                    

techniques.  These groups are being proactive in addressing how their patients and the families they serve are 

receiving care and important information on opioids.  Bridgewater Pediatrics will even have a Bridging LIVES 

resource table in their office with state and local resources on substance use disorders. In addressing the     

opioid crisis, it will take multifaceted, thinking outside of the box initiatives and these pediatric offices are   

doing just that.     

Pediatricians and the Opioid Epidemic 

If you are interested 

in setting up an 

Overdose               

Prevention training, 

please contact:     

Holly Savignano 

hsavgnano@hptc.org 

508-742-4490 



 The PhotoVoice  

 PhotoVoice is a qualitative research 

method that puts cameras in the hands 

of its participants. Each week,               

participants are given a question that 

they are expected to answer through 

their photography. Upon their return 

each week, students are asked to reflect 

upon their photography and their 

thoughts related to the questions, in a  

focus group setting. Quotes are then     

derived from these  reflection groups to 

go along with the photography.  This not 

only gives young people an  opportunity 

for non-traditional drug education but 

also a chance to share their voice in       

issues where they are not often heard.  

To date, five PhotoVoice Projects have   

taken place in four different schools    

within the Collaborative, with varying 

groups of students   participating . Some 

students were randomly selected by 

teachers at the school or participated for    

extra credit or community service.     

“Addiction isn’t pure black and white 

there’s a huge grey area in the middle.” “It is always quiet, (or it looks quiet) but you never know 

what could pop up. It makes me scared and                   

uncomfortable sometimes.” 
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Others were selected based on their       

enrollment in a “credit recovery”           

program,  as well as their enrollment in 

the area’s Recovery High School, while 

others were selected based on their        

involvement  in an   after school program 

or job programs. The diversity in the     

students  participating has   allowed for a 

both a broad and  holistic representation 

of the youth voice across the Collaborative. 

Currently, the Collaborative is  working to 

create a documentary on the PhotoVoice 

research method. It is hoped the            

documentary will allow others to see the 

process that is taken to effectively       

conduct a PhotoVoice project. In addition, 

two students from each PhotoVoice      

Project  will be interviewed in order to 

gain the student’s perspective of their   

initial thoughts of the project as well as  

their overall experience. This includes             

information they learned or have taken 

away as a result of the project. The       

documentary filming will take place July 

11-July 15 and it is hoped to be           

completed for showing shortly after.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Currently there are three PhotoVoice  

projects on display at Enso Flats Art     

Gallery in Brockton (located on 50 

Centre Street). The projects will be on 

display from June 13th through July 

17th. 

Should you take the path everyone 

else thinks you should or should 

you take your own? So really you 

just have to trust yourself.  

“Someone let the addiction go too far and are 

slowly falling apart over time and there is nothing 

they can do now.  

The drug addiction continues to take over 

their life and tear it down.” 

Photo Voice, on display at Enso Flats Art 

 Gallery, 50 Centre Street 

Creative Project 
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Editorial: 
A “community change for a community problem” is the guiding principle behind East Bridgewater’s HOPE Drop-In   
Center. The concept of addiction has received wide spread media coverage in the last few years. Mixed beliefs exist on 
whether addiction is a disease or a choice. No matter one’s opinion, it is clear some people are prone to addiction while 
others are not. For those who suffer from addiction, a daily war is being waged internally; they are in an endless cycle 
of impaired control over a reward seeking behavior from which harm ensues. Whether one believes addiction is a dis-
ease, biological, or possesses another opinion, addiction is pervasive and impacts not just an individual, but their  en-
tire family extending to their community. We are currently in the midst of an opiate  epidemic; on average three  people 
are reportedly overdosing on what is believed to be heroin daily in Brockton alone. Opiates do not discriminate; they 
have decimated the least assuming of families in a single use. Addiction impacts every race, ethnicity, sexual      orienta-
tion, religious affiliation, age, and gender.  
  With the surge in overdoses, there is an increased need for services available to those suffering from a  substance use 
disorder and their families’.  In response, East Bridgewater’s HOPE, with a mission to provide Help, Outreach,            
Prevention, and Education to the community of East Bridgewater with hopes of reducing and preventing substance use 
disorders, has created a Drop-In center. On the first and third Thursday of every month, those suffering from substance 
use disorders and their loved ones are welcomed at the Community Covenant Church, 400 Pleasant Street, East  
Bridgewater, from 5PM-9PM. Numerous organizations and services are represented, offering support and help to those 
who come. Services include a licensed clinician, recovery “angels”,  overdose prevention training, AA/NA, faith based 
support, Teen Challenge, the Council on Aging, BAMSIs COPE Center,  representatives from Learn to Cope, and many 
others. In  addition, for those who are willing and ready, a volunteer will aid in helping individuals find an appropriate 
outpatient service  or even a bed in treatment facilities across the state. 
  Since the Drop-In Center’s inception in November 2015 to June 22, 2016, 314 individuals have visited or   received 
help during non drop in hours, with 237 individuals receiving direct assistance. Those receiving   assistance include 
117 family members of individuals with substance use disorder (SUD) and 105 individuals seeking help for their own 
SUD. In addition, 97 individuals have received Nasal Naloxone (Narcan) training at the Drop-In Center and 48 have 
been seen by the Licensed Clinician on site. These individuals who are suffering are our neighbors, cousins, siblings, 
parents, and children. By providing all available substance use resources to those suffering and their families’ in one 
community location, the goal is to break down historical barriers to treatment that traditionally have existed for those 
with SUD and their loved ones.  
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Whitman-Hanson High School’s S.A.D.D. Chapter 

     S.A.D.D., Students Against Destructive Decisions, is a student                 
organization that focuses on peer mentoring and education about the     

consequences of making bad choices.  S.A.D.D. meetings typically have a 
component in which students can  anonymously share personal concerns 
and elicit feedback from peers within S.A.D.D.  Topics that arise and are    
discussed are usually around vaping, drug use, sex, and anxiety.  S.A.D.D. 

also conducts many ‘raising awareness’ campaigns throughout the school 
year based on feedback from members as to the most pressing issues in 
the school- last year we did a raising awareness poster campaign about 

the dangers of vaping, for example.                                                                                                                                           
 The S.A.D.D. board members have been excited to attend Whitman

-Hanson Will meetings and have attended three meetings so far during 
2015-2016 school year.  Due to the nature of S.A.D.D.’s work, students 

benefit by really understanding the current school and community issues 
so that they can plan events to address these issues. The students feel that  

-Collaborative Member 

they get a 360 degree view by hearing concerns from not only students, but law officials, administrators, and members of 
the coalition.  S.A.D.D. is working on a summer project based on information they obtained at the last Whitman-Hanson Will 

meeting. They are making a mini-PSA video series on helping parents   identify pills and look for signs and symptoms of 
drug use. S.A.D.D. student members attending Whitman-Hanson Will meetings serves to strengthen the impact of any event 

by providing honest and open feedback from a teenager’s perspective.  They are on the front line and they are excited to 
help to open transparent lines of communication around opioid use and any issues that are relevant to the community. 



  

Rockland truly cares about their youth. Both the town coalition, Rockland CARES, as well as 

the schools noticed a need for a program in the morning to engage students who may be at 

risk of being involved in destructive decisions before school. Through the combined efforts of 

the Plymouth County’s District Attorney’s office and the school, a pilot program was created. 

The pilot program began on May 2, 2016 and was held before school on Mondays  for grades 5 

and 6, Tuesdays  for grades 7 and 8, and Thursdays for grades 5, 6, 7, and 8. Since its inception 

until the last day of the program, June 21, 2016, an average of twelve students attended each 

morning. Two 8th grade male students attended all sessions in order to assist the program. It 

is hoped that during the school year of 2016-2017, there will be a way to incorporate student 

mentors as both volunteers and as a way to engage a wider range of students.  

Look for updates on the progression of  the morning pilot program in  future newsletters! 

ROCKLAND’S  

MORNING YOUTH 

ENGAGEMENT   

PILOT PROGRAM 

  The Brockton Area Opioid Abuse Prevention Collaborative     

recently held a PSA contest among students within the high schools in the 

towns of our collaborative. The object of the contest was to create a 25 second 

PSA about social norming, prescription drugs and heroin abuse. The first and 

second place winners of the contest are going to have their PSAs play with the 

previews at the East Bridgewater Cinema beginning the end of June. The first 

place winner will have their PSA aired for six months and the second place    

winner will have the six months following. All of the entries were thoughtful 

and creative and we want to thank everyone who participated. 

PSA Contest 

1st Place 2nd Place 

Winner 

“Dreams” by King Branch  

& Luke Janvier from    

Brockton High School Winner 

“It’s Not Worth It” by      

Andrew Powell from   

Rockland High School 

Check Out  
the PSAs 

At the East Bridgewater Cinema 

located at 255 Bed Street in East 

Bridgewater, MA. 
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Unwanted,  
Unused, and  

Expired  
Medications 

Welcome 
 

National Rx Take Back Days, Rx Drop Boxes 
and Mobile take backs offer the public the 

chance to dispose of their medications 
 

For the last several years, towns       
throughout the collaborative have            
participated in the National Rx Drug Take 
Back Day, an event  promoted through the 
DEA in collaboration with local police      
departments to allow for community   
members to come to a designated location 
within the town to properly discard of their   
medications they may not need any more. 
During the last two take-back days in 
Brockton, over 50 people disposed of      
prescriptions medications,     including the 
extremely potent opioid fentanyl.  
 

In addition, 25 of the 27 towns in Plymouth 
Country have a RX drop box within their   
police department. These boxes allow for 
any individual to enter the police station 
with unwanted, unused, or expired            
medications to dispose of with no          
questions asked. All boxes are  secured and 
monitored for safety precautions at all 
times. Bridgewater State University, as well 
as Massasoit Community College Police         
Departments are both slated to receive   
Drop-Boxes in the near future.  
All of the towns in the Collaborative 
(Bridgewater, Brockton, Hanson,      East 
Bridgewater, Rockland, and     Whitman 
have an Rx drop box located in their po-
lice department. 
 

In Brockton, there are many residents       
living in the local high-rises who may not 
be able to access the Take Back days or RX 
Drop Box for a variety of reasons. For many, 
mobility or transportation issues interfere 
with their ability to participate; in attempts 
to alleviate this problem, Mobile Take-
Backs are being held quarterly. Through a          
collaboration with The Office of the Mayor 
Bill Carpenter, Brockton Police, and     
Brewster Ambulance ,a drop box is brought 
to each high-rise for a 30 minute period 
four times a year to allow for residents to 
easily dispose of their unwanted             
medications. Thus far, the mobile take-back 
has shown success in reaching a number of  
people.  
 

These efforts combined are to decrease the 
amount of prescription medications that 
are available for individuals to potentially     
misuse.  
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There are always options... 

Individuals with Substance Use Disorders 

(SUD) and/or family members of individuals 

with SUDs can receive information about   

professional health services available,   

whether it’s obtaining Naloxone or seeking         

treatment. This substance abuse outreach and 

intervention program is designed to            

proactively provide a gateway to professional 

resources for any individuals and/ or their 

family members who  are suffering from      

substance use disorders while all being under 

one roof. The EB HOPE Substance Abuse    

Outreach and Intervention Program will    

provide the community with substance abuse        

assistance and resources. 

Hours of Operation 

Sun. 10A-1:30P — Mon. Wed. & Fri. 9A-7:30P 

Tues. & Thurs. 9A-5P — Sat. 9A-2:30P 

The EB HOPE Outreach Drop In Center                       

is open the 1st & 3rd Thursday of every month, 

from 5 to 9P.M. at the Community Covenant Church 

in East  Bridgewater located at  400 Pleasant Street. 

For Immediate assistance                                   

please call 504-800-0942                                               

or email ebhope@comcast.net 
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The Drug Free Communities grant supported surveying the 8, 9, 11 & 12th grade 

cohorts across the Collaborative's region this past winter. Over all, there were 3,858 

students that answered questions on their individual experiences and perceptions 

with substance use. The prevention services and DA Office staff are currently   

meeting with administration from all school districts to formulate strategies and 

create a comprehensive plan to address the results within each individual community. 

Brockton’s Champion Plan has now                  

successfully helped 100 individuals get into 

treatment. 

Any individual with a substance use disorder 

who is seeking treatment is encouraged to take 

part in the Champion Plan. This plan intends to 

serve all who ask for help, however, Brockton 

residents will receive preference. The only way to 

enter the program is by going to the Police        

Department (those with warrants are subject to 

arrest), where the police officer on duty will     

assist the individual to Stairway to Recovery, a 

Peer Recovery Support Center, that will provide 

individuals with lived experience to support the 

people entering into the program. The Stairway 

to Recovery office will then serve as a safe haven 

while they are waiting to get into a treatment   

facility. Once a bed at a treatment center is    

available, Brewster Ambulance will take the per-

son from Stairway to Recovery to the facility to 

begin their treatment. It doesn’t stop there, we 

follow up with people within 72 hours and will 

continue to check-in to provide support and help 

with any needs they may have!  



 

 Current  Trends:  Lets  Get  

E d u c a t e d 
What are E-cigarettes?                               

Electronic cigarettes (also called                       

e-cigarettes or electronic nicotine delivery 

systems) are battery-operated devices       

designed to deliver nicotine with flavorings 

and other chemicals to users in vapor         

instead of smoke. They can be manufactured 

to resemble traditional tobacco cigarettes, 

cigars or pipes, or even everyday items like 

pens or USB memory sticks; newer devices, 

such as those with fillable tanks, may look 

different. More than 250 different                   

e-cigarette brands are currently on the     

market. E-cigarettes are designed to          

simulate the act of tobacco smoking by      

producing an appealingly flavored aerosol 

that looks and feels like tobacco smoke and 

delivers nicotine but with less of the toxic 

chemicals produced by burning tobacco 

leaves. Because they deliver nicotine         

without burning tobacco, e-cigarettes         

appear as if they may be a safer, less toxic 

alternative to conventional cigarettes. Regulations & Updates: 
In 2016, FDA finalized a rule extending our regulatory authority to cover all tobacco products, including vaporizers, 
vape pens, hookah pens, electronic cigarettes (E-Cigarettes), e-pipes, and all other ENDS. FDA now regulates the  
manufacture, import, packaging, labeling, advertising, promotion, sale, and distribution of ENDS. This includes      
components and parts of ENDS* but excludes accessories. However, products marketed for therapeutic purposes (for 
example, marketed as a product to help people quit smoking) are           
regulated by the FDA through the Center for Drug Evaluation and           
Research (CDER). FDA recently proposed a rule clarifying the jurisdiction 
over tobacco products, drugs, and devices. “Components” or “parts”      
include, among other things, software or an assembly of materials         
intended or reasonably expected alter or affect the tobacco product’s   
performance, composition, constituents, or characteristics; or to be used 
with or for the human consumption of a tobacco product. For a full        
definition of ENDS components, parts, and accessories, please read the 
Deeming Tobacco Products To Be Subject to the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act. Examples of components and parts of ENDS include, but are 
not limited to:E-liquids, a glass or plastic vial container of e-liquid,         
cartridges, atomizers, certain batteries, cartomizers and clearomizers, 
digital display or lights to adjust settings, tank systems, drip trips,         
flavorings for ENDS, and programmable software. 
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https://d14rmgtrwzf5a.cloudfront.net/sites/default/files/ecigteen01.jpg
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/default.htm
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/default.htm
http://www.fda.gov/TobaccoProducts/Labeling/RulesRegulationsGuidance/ucm462957.htm


 

 
 

More than 75 percent of youth                                        

users of e-cigarettes smoke                                                

traditional cigarettes as well. 

e-Cigarette Use by Youth: 
e-Cigarettes are increasingly popular among teens. 

Some states have banned sale of e-cigarettes to     

minors, but teens have been ordering them online. 

Their easy availability (online or via mall kiosks), in 

addition to their wide array of cartridge flavors 

(such as coffee, mint, candy, and fruit flavors), have 

helped make them particularly appealing to this age 

group. As a part of the FDA's new regulation to    

protect the health of our youth, minors will no    

longer be able to buy e-cigarettes in person or 

online. 

If you get a kid talking about, “Leaning on Syrup,” or even talking about, “Gonna go get me some Syrup,” 
these ought to be key words to parents that these kids are using codeine cough syrup. The drug codeine 
is a dissociative drug sort of like Ketamine, in which your mind and your body kind of separate. So they 
are famous drugs of abuse to begin with. And they talk about doing it, they talk about leaning on syrup, 

because if you sip on it all day long it is like getting very drunk. And you literally have to lean on       
something to stand up. 

A.k.a. “Purple Drank”, “Dirty Sprite,” "Sizzurp," or "Lean" 

Codeine-Promethazine Cough Syrup 

What is Promethazine 

Promethazine-codeine cough syrup, 

a medication that contains codeine, 

an opioid that acts as a cough      

suppressant and can also produce 

relaxation and euphoria when    

consumed at a higher-than-prescribed dose. It 

also contains promethazine HCl, an                      

antihistamine that additionally acts as a sedative. 

Although only available by prescription,           

promethazine-codeine cough syrup is sometimes     

diverted for abuse. 

How is it abused? 

Drinking promethazine-codeine cough 

syrup mixed with soda (a combination 

called syrup, sizzurp, purple drank, 

barre, or lean) was referenced            

frequently in some popular music      

beginning in the late 1990s and has become                

increasingly popular among youth in several areas of 

the country. A variation of “purple drank” is               

promethazine-codeine cough syrup mixed with          

alcohol. Users may also flavor the mixture with the   

addition of hard candies. 

The information on these two pages was taken from: SAMHSA, NIDA, and fda.gov 
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Selling drugs gets you nice new sneakers, too bad 
you can’t wear them with your orange jumpsuit.

Brockton Area Opioid Abuse 

Prevention Collaborative

Brockton Bridgewater
East Bridgewater Hanson

Rockland & Whitman

www.opioidoverdoseprevention.org

 

Be on the look 

out for our 

original       

billboards that 

will be going 

up throughout 

the towns in 

our                  

collaborative. 

 T HUR S DA Y  A UG US T  25 ,  20 16 7P M  

SPEAKERS ,  SINGERS ,  SUPPORT  &  RESOURCES                

SEND  A  PHOTO  OF  YOUR  LOVED  ONE  TO                       

ASANDOVAL@HPTC .ORG  TO  INCLUDE  IT  IN  OUR                   

MEMORIAL  SLIDESHOW  BY  MONDAY  AUG .  22.  

MASSASOIT COMMUNITY COLLEGE, BROCKTON                                

AT “THE QUAD” 

The Annual Rockland Overdose Vigil will be on     

Thursday,  September 1st at 6PM,                         

in front of the public library. 

Check out the calendar on our   

website for all of the                         

Collaborative’s upcoming events.                              
Opioidoverdoseprevention.org  

Follow us on Facebook                
facebook.com/Brockton-Area-Opioid-Abuse-Prevention-

Collaborative 

Stay tuned on details for the                                                  

Annual East Bridgewater Overdose Vigil. 
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